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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A multi-port cache memory, comprising:

first to K-th N-port tag memoriqrs each consisting

of M-number of one-port cell blocks yand of an N-port

decoder for decoding the N cache l:Lne indices, each

having 1 bit or more, supplied to khe first to K-th tag

memories, each of K and M being an integer of 1 or more

and N being an integer of more than 1

;

first to K-th N-port data memories each consisting

of M-number of one-port cell blocks and of an N-port

decoder for decoding the N cache line indices, each

having 1 bit or more, and the /N cache line offsets,

each having 0 bit or more, SLjpplied to the first to

K-th data memories; and

a conflict management Circuit for managing the

write and read conflicts iiy the first to K-th N-port

tag memories and the first/ to K-th N-port data

memories

.

2 • The multi-port dache memory according to

claim 1, wherein a cache line index consists of a first

cache line index for identifying the contents of any

one or any plurality ol the M-number of one-port * cell

blocks and a second ce/che line index for selecting any

one or any plurality fof the M-number of one-port cell

blocks

•

3- The multi-tfort cache memory according to

claim 1, wherein thJe multi-port cache memory comprises
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first to K-th comparing circuits for comparing the tags

supplied to the first to K-th N-port ta/r memories with

the tags generated from the first to K^-th N-port tag

memories, respectively, and a cache brit signal is

transmitted for each of the N ports/by supplying the

outputs of the first to K-th comp^-ing circuits to a

K-input OR circuit for each of th^ N ports

.

4. The multi-port cache memory according to

claim 1, wherein the number M eft said one-port cell

blocks is less than the numbej/ N of ports of said

N-port tag memory and said NVport data memory.

5. The multi-port cacKe memory according to

claim 1, wherein corresponding pairs of said N-port tag

memories said N-port data /memories are combined to form

combined N-port tag-data miemories , and the word length

of said combined N-port /tag-data memories is

represented by "mtag + kj*2mwor<i " where mtag represents

the number of bits of /the address allocated to the tag,

mword represents the mumber of bits of the address,

being 0 or more, allocated to the cache line offset,

and W represents tt/e word length of an instruction or a

data word.

6 . The muiyi-port cache memory according to

claim 1, wherein said cell blocks included in said

N-port tag memory and said N-port data memory consist

of L-port cellr blocks having the number L of ports

not less thary 1 and less than N (1 ^ L < N, L being
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an integer )

.

7 . The multi-port cache memorV according to

"^f^f^ claim 1, wherein said tag memory consists of Ltag-port

cell blocks having the number ^tag of ports (L^ag being

5 an integer not less than one), and said data memory

consists of I*data~Port ceH blyocks having the number

Ldata of ports (L^ata being am integer not less than

one and differing from Ltag/

8. The multi-port cliche memory according to

yi 10 claim 2, wherein said muVti-port cache memory comprises

|5 first to K-th comparing /circuits for comparing the tags

.

T

iJ supplied to the first to K-th N-port tag memories with

jU the tags generated from the first to K-th N-port tag

memories, respectively , and a cache hit signal is

15 transmitted for each of the N ports by supplying the

outputs of the first to K-th comparing circuits to a

K-input OR circuit for each of the N ports.

9 • The multi-port cache memory according to

claim 2, wherein the number M of said one-port cell

2 0 blocks is less /than the number N of ports of said

N-port tag memory and said N-port data memory.

10. The /multi-port cache memory according to

claim 2, wherein corresponding pairs of said N-port tag

memories and said N-port data memories are combined to

25 form combined N-port tag-data memories, and the word

length of said combined N-port tag-data memories is

represented by "mtag + w*2mword " where mtag represents

m
l z

ill
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the number of bits of the address, allocated to the

tag, mword represents the number of bi/ts of the

address, being 0 or more, allocated tfo the cache line

offset, and W represents the word length of an

instruction or a data word. /

11. The multi-port cache memory according to

claim 2, wherein said cell blocks included in said

N-port tag memory and said N-p©rt data memory consist

of L-port cell blocks having Ithe number L of ports

not less than 1 and less thai! N (1 ^ L < N, L being

an integer) . /

12. The multi-port cache memory according to

claim 2, wherein said tag/memory consists of L^- ag-port

cell blocks having the number L^ag °f ports (L^ag being

an integer not less than one), and said data memory

consists of L^ata-P01"
1^ /cell blocks having the number

Ldata of ports (l»data peing an integer not less than

one and differing f roin Ltag) .

13. The multi-port cache memory according to
/

claim 3, wherein the outputs of said first to K-th

comparing circuits /control first to K-th enable

circuits that permit the input and output of the write

data and read da-da in and out of said first to K-th

data memories. /

14. The multi-port cache memory according to

claim 3, wherein the number M of said one-port cell

blocks is less than the number N of ports of said



N-port tag memory and said N-port data memory.

15. The multi-port cache memory according to

claim 3, wherein corresponding paiXs of said N-port tag

memories and said N-port data meitfories are combined to

form combined N-port tag-data memories , and the word

length of said combined N-port /tag-data memories is

represented by "mtag + w*2mwofd,, where mtag represents

the number of bits of the adiress allocated to the tag,

mword represents the number /of bits of the address,

being 0 or more, allocated /to the cache line offset,

and W represents the word ^length of an instruction or a

data word.

16. The multi-port <£ache memory according to

claim 3, wherein said cell blocks included in said

N-port tag memory and said N-port data memory consist

of L-port cell blocks /having the number L of ports

not less than 1 and less than N (1 ^ L < N, L being

an integer ) . /

17. The multi-jport cache memory according to

claim 3, wherein s'aid tag memory consists of Ltag-port

cell blocks having the number L^ag of ports (L-^ag being

an integer not s than one), and said data memory

consists of Ll£3/ta.-Port cell blocks having the number

Ldata of ports/ (L^ata being an integer not less than

one and differing from Ltag ).

18. The/multi-port cache memory according to

claim 8, wherein the outputs of said first to K-th
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comparing circuits control first t<& K-th enable

circuits that permit the input and output of the write

data and read data in and out of /said first to K-th

data memories.

19. The multi-port cache nfemory according to

claim 8, wherein the number M/of said one-port cell

blocks is less than the numtxer N of ports of said

N-port tag memory and said yN-port data memory.

20. The multi-port cache memory according to

claim 8, wherein corresponding pairs of said N-port tag

memories and said N-pori/ data memories are combined to

form combined N-port tafg-data memories, and the word

length of said combined N-port tag-data memories is

represented by "mtag /+ w#2mworc*" where mtag represents

the number of bits off the address allocated to the tag,

mword represents th|fe number of bits of the address,

being 0 or more, allocated to the cache line offset,

and W represents yche word length of an instruction or a

data word.

21. The multi-port cache memory according to

claim 8, wherein said cell blocks included in said

N-port tag memory and said N-port data memory consist

of L-port ce/l blocks having the number L of ports

not less thdn 1 and less than N (1 ^ L < N, L being

an integer/.

Tine22 multi-port cache memory according to

claim 8, //herein said tag memory consists of Ltag-port
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cell blocks having the number Ltag ok ports (Ltag being

an integer not less than one), and said data memory

consists of Ldata~Port cell blocks/having the number

Ldata of ports (L^ata being an iraeger not less than

one and differing from I^ag) * /

23. The multi-port cache memory according to

claim 13, wherein the number A of said one-port cell

blocks is less than the number N of ports of said

N-port tag memory and said N-port data memory.

24. The multi-port cache memory according to

claim 13, wherein corresponding pairs of said N-port

tag memories and said N-port data memories are combined

to form combined N-port /tag-data memories, and the word

length of said combined N-port tag-data memories is

represented by "mtag 4 w#2mword " where mtag represents

the number of bits off the address allocated to the tag,

mword represents thef number of bits of the address,

being 0 or more, allocated to the cache line offset,

and W represents t^ie word length of an instruction or a

data word. /

25. The muiyti-port cache memory according to

claim 13, wherein said cell blocks included in said

N-port tag memory and said N-port data memory consist

of L-port cell blocks having the number L of ports

not less than 1 and less than N (1 ^ L < N, L being

an integer

)

J

26. Tt/e multi-port cache memory according to
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claim 13, wherein said tag memory consists of Ltag~Por"t

cell blocks having the number Ltag of/ ports (Ltag being

an integer not less than one), and skid data memory

consists of L
cjata"Port cell blocks/having the number

Ldata °f ports (L^ata being an ii^eger not less than

one and differing from L^ag)

27. The multi-port cache Memory according to

claim 18, wherein the number A of said one-port cell

blocks is less than the number N of ports of said

N-port tag memory and said N-port data memory.

28. The multi-port cache memory according to

claim 18, wherein corresponding pairs of said N-port

tag memories and said Nyport data memories are combined

to form combined N-portt tag-data memories, and the word

length of said combined N-port tag-data memories is

represented by "mtag/+ w*2mworc*" where mtag represents

the number of bits of the address allocated to the tag,

mword represents -brie number of bits of the address,

being 0 or more, /allocated to the cache line offset,

and W represent^ the word length of an instruction or a

data word.

29. The /hulti-port cache memory according to

claim 18, whferein said cell blocks included in said

N-port tag /memory and said N-port data memory consist

of L-port/cell blocks having the number L of ports

not les^ than 1 and less than N (1 ^ L < N, L being

an inte/ger ) .



30. The multi-port cache memory /according to

claim 18, wherein said tag memory consists of Ltag-port

cell blocks having the number Ltag jot ports (Ltag being

an integer not less than one), andr said data memory

consists of Ldata~Port ce ll blockfs having the number

Ldata of ports (L^ata being an ^nteger not less than

one and differing from Ltag)

31. An N-port tag memory/ comprising:

an M-number of one-port /cell blocks, M being

an integer of one or more;

a global switching network serving to impart

N-port multi-port functions to the M-number of one-port

cell blocks, N being an integer of more than one; and

connections for a donflict management circuit

connected to control the global switching network,

consisting, for example, of a bus system or a crossbar

switch, in the case op access conflicts between the im-

ports,

wherein the outputs of a conflict management

circuit and, for each of the N ports, a first cache

line index for identifying the contents of any one or

any plurality of /the M-number of one-port cell blocks,

a second cache ]/ine index for selecting any one or

Jany plurality off the M-number of one-port cell blocks,

and a read/wriite instruction transmitted from a

microcomputer/ core are supplied to at least the global

switching network.
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32, The N-port tag memory according to claim 31,

wherein the number M of said one-poru cell blocks is

less than the number N of ports of /said N-port tag

memory

.

5 33. The N-port tag memory aofcording to claim 31,

wherein said N-port tag memory and an N-port data

memory forming a pair with said N-port tag memory are

combined to form a combined N+port tag-data memory, and

the word length of said combined N-port tag-data memory

10 is represented by "mtag + w*2mword " where mtag

represents the number of bits of the address allocated

to the tag, mword represents the number of bits of the

address, being 0 or more/ allocated to the cache line

offset, and w represents the word length of an

!U 15 instruction or a data \tfbrd,

34. The N-port tajfcj memory according to claim 31,

wherein said cell blocks included in said N-port tag

memory are L-port coLl blocks having the number L of

ports not less than/ 1 and less than N (1 S L < N, L

2 0 being an integer) .y

35. The N-port tag memory according to claim 31,

wherein said tag/ memory consists of Ltag-port cell

blocks having the number Ltag of ports (Ltag being an

integer not le/s than one), and an N-port data memory

25 forming a pai/ with said N-port tag memory consists of

Ldata~Port oJll blocks having the number Ldata of ports

( Ldata being an integer not less than one and differing



from Ltag ) .

j
36. An N-port data memory, comprising:

an M-number of one-port cell blocks, M being

an integer of one or more;

a global switching network sferving to impart an

N-port multi-port function to tMe M-number of one-port

cell blocks, N being an integer of more than one; and

connections for a conflict management circuit

connected to control the global switching network

consisting, for example, of/ a bus system or a crossbar

switch, in the case of conflicts between the N ports,

wherein the outputs /of a conflict management

circuit, and for each oj the N ports, a first cache

line index for identifying the contents of any one or

any plurality of the M-number of one-port cell blocks,

a second cache line index for selecting any or any

plurality of the M-^number of one-port cell blocks, a

cache line offset /allowing the cache line to consist of

more than one data word, and a read/write instruction

transmitted from a microcomputer core are supplied to

at least the g/lobal switching network, and instructions

or data wordsr are transmitted to or from the global

switching network.

37. The N-port data memory according to claim 36,

wherein trie number M of said one-port cell blocks is

less thatn the number N of ports of said N-port data

memory /



38. The N-port data memory according to claim 36

,

wherein said N-port data memory and an N-port tag

memory forming a pair with said N-nort data memory are

combined to form a combined N-port/ tag-data memory, and

the word length of said combined/N-port tag-data memory

is represented by "mtag + w*2m^rd " where mtag

represents the number of bits yof the address allocated

to the tag, mword represents [the number of bits of the

address, being 0 or more, aMLocated to the cache line

offset, and W represents th^ word length of an

instruction or a data wordr.

39. The N-port data inemory according to claim 36,

wherein said cell blocks/ included in said N-port data

memory are L-port cell blocks having the number L of

ports not less than 1 and less than N (1 ^ L < N, L

being an integer). /

40. The N-port data memory according to claim 36,

wherein a tag memory forming a pair with said data

memory consists of /L^- ag-port cell blocks having the

number Ltag of poirts (L^ag being an integer not less

than one), and sap_d data memory consists of Ldata"?01"^

cell blocks having the number L^ata of ports (Ldata

being an integer not less than one and differing from

Ltag)* /

41. An N-port tag memory, comprising:

an M-number of one-port cell blocks, M being

an integer of one or more;
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a port transition circuit for converting the

function of the one-port cell block to the function of

an N-port block, N being an integer more than one;

an M-number of N-port blocks tffle function of which

has been obtained by mounting the port transition

circuit to each of the M-number oy one-port cell

blocks

;

a circuit network performing the address decoding

function for N-ports to be connected to the M-number of

N-port blocks; and

connections for a conflibt management circuit to

control in case of an access/ conflict the circuit

network performing the address decoding function for

the M-number of N-port blocks;

wherein, for each of/the N ports, a first cache

line index for identifying the contents of any one or

any plurality of the M-number of one-port cell blocks,

and a read/write instruction from a microcomputer are

supplied to at least tfae port transition circuits, and

the outputs of a conflict management circuit, and,

again for each of thJe N ports, a second cache line

index for selecting/ any one or any plurality of the

M-number of one-port cell blocks, and a read/write

instruction from a microcomputer core are supplied to

at least the circuit network performing the address

decoding function for the M-number of N-port blocks.

42. The N-t>ort tag memory according to claim 41,



wherein the number M of said one-port ofell blocks is

less than the number N of ports of saifd N-port tag

memory . /

43. The N-port tag memory according to claim .41,

wherein said N-port tag memory and An N-port data

memory forming or pair with said NAport tag memory are

combined to form combined N-port tag-data memory, and

the word length of said combined /N-port tag-data memory

is represented by "mtag + w*2mw9rd " where mtag

represents the number of bits crfE the address allocated

to the tag, mword represents the number of bits of the

address, being 0 or more, allocated to the cache line

offset, and W represents the word length of an

instruction or a data word. /

44. The N-port tag memory according to claim 41,

wherein said N-port blocks /included in said N-port tag

memory consist of L-port c/ell blocks having the number

L of ports not less than a and less than N (1 ^ L < N,

L being an integer), and/ a port transition circuit for

converting the function /of the L-port cell block to

the function of the N-port block.

45. An N-port datfa memory, comprising:

an M-number of one-port cell blocks, M being

an integer of one or/ more;

a port transition circuit for converting the

function of the one-port cell block to the function of

/
an N-port block, w being an integer more than one;
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an M-number of N-port blocks the function of which

has been obtained by mounting the port /transition

fy^S circuit to each of the M-number of on^-port cell

blocks

;

5 a circuit network performing ttfe address decoding

function for N-ports to be connected to the M-number of

N-port blocks; and

connections for a conflict Ananagement circuit to

control in case of an access conflict the circuit

10 network performing the address/ decoding function for

the M-number of N-port blocks/

wherein, for each of thJe N ports f a first cache

line index for identifying the contents of any one or

any plurality of the M-numper of one-port cell blocks,

15 a cache line offset allowing the cache line to consist

of more than one data wotfd, and a read/write

instruction from a microcomputer are supplied to at

least the port transition circuits, and the outputs of

a conflict management ^circuit, and, again for each of

2 0 the N ports, a second/ cache line index for selecting

any one or any plurality of the M-number of one-port

cell blocks, a read/write instruction from a

microcomputer core/ are supplied to at least the

circuit network performing the address decoding

2 5 function for the M-number of N-port blocks, and data

words or instructions are transmitted to or from the

circuit network/performing the address decoding
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function of the M-number of N-port blocks

.

46. The N-port data memory according to claim 45,

wherein the number M of said one-jrort cell blocks is

less than the number N of ports <p£ said N-port data

memory

.

47. The N-port data memoiy^ according to claim 45

,

wherein an N-port tag memory /forming a pair with said

N-port data memory and said /N-port data memory are

combined to form a combined N-port tag-data memory, and

the word length of said combined N-port tag-data memory

is represented by "mtag 4 w#2mword " where mtag

represents the number ofr bits of the address allocated

to the tag, mword represents the number of bits of the

address, being 0 ore more, allocated to the cache line

offset, and W represents the word length of an

instruction or a data word.

48. The N-port /data memory according to claim 45,

wherein said N-port/ blocks included in said N-port data

memory consist of L-port cell blocks having the number

L of ports not less than 1 and less than N (1 S L < N,

L being an integer), and a port transition circuit for

converting the fdnction of the L-port cell block to

the function off the N-port block.

49. An N-yport tag memory, comprising:

an MB-ndmber of one-port cell blocks, where MB is

represented yby M*MS , each of Ms and M being an integer

of one or more;



an Ms-number of global switching/ networks each

serving to impart N-port multi-port functions to an

M-number of one-port cell blocks, If being an integer of

more than one; and

an Ms-number of connections/for conflict

management circuits connected to control the global

switching networks, consisting/ for example, of a bus

system or a crossbar switch, in the case of access

conflicts between the N-ports,

wherein the outputs of /a conflict management

circuit and, for each of tne N ports, a first cache

/line index for identifying/ the contents of any one or

any plurality of the M-number of one-port cell blocks,

a second cache line index for selecting any one or

any plurality of the M-number of one-port cell blocks,

and a read/write instriy:tion transmitted from a

microcomputer core are/ supplied to at least each of the

global switching networks.

50. An N-port data memory, comprising:

an MB-number of one-port cell blocks, where MB is

represented by M*M£, each of Ms and M being an integer

of one or more;

an Ms-numbei/ of global switching networks each

serving to impart an N-port multi-port function to an

M-number of one-Vport cell blocks, N being an integer of

more than one; and

an Mg-numier of connections for conflict
/
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management circuits connected to conti^fcl the global

switching networks consisting, for ejoample, of a bus

system or a crossbar switch, in the jcase of conflicts

between the N ports,

wherein the outputs of a con^Lict management

circuit, and for each of the N ports, a first cache

line index for identifying the contents of any one or

any plurality of the M-number af one-port cell blocks,

a second cache line index for Selecting any one or any

plurality of the M-number of one-port cell blocks, a

cache line offset allowing the cache line to consist of

more than one data word, and a read/write instruction

transmitted from a microcomputer core are supplied to

at least each of the global switching networks, and

instructions or data words are transmitted to or from

each of the global switching networks.

51. An N-port tag memory, comprising:

an MB-number of one-port cell blocks, where MB is

represented by M*Mg, yeach of Mg and M being an integer

of one or more;

a port transition circuit for converting the

function of the one-port cell block to the function of

an N-port block, J being an integer more than one;

an MB-number of N-port blocks the function of

which has been obtained by mounting the port transition

circuit to each/of the MB-number of one-port cell

blocks;
'



an Ms-number of circuit networks performing the

address decoding function for N-portys to be connected

to an M-number of N-port blocks; ar

an Ms-number of connections yor conflict

management circuits to control im case of an access

conflict the respective circuit /network performing the

address decoding function for t/he M-number of N-port

blocks

;

wherein, for each of the/ N ports, a first cache

line index for identifying ttte contents of any one or

any plurality of the M-numbqfr of one-port cell blocks,

and a read/write instruction from a microcomputer are

supplied to at least each of the port transition

circuits, and the outputs /of a conflict management

circuit, and, again for each of the N ports, a second

cache line index for selecting any one or any plurality

of the M-number of one-port cell blocks, and a

read/write instruction /from a microcomputer core are

supplied to at least each of the circuit networks

performing the addres/s decoding function for the M-

number of N-port blofcks

.

52. An N-port data memory, comprising:

an MB-number bf one-port cell blocks, where MB is

represented by M*MSf each of Ms and M being an integer

of one or more; /

a port transition circuit for converting the

function of the/ one-port cell block to the function of
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an N-port block, N being an integer mdre than one;

an MB-number of N-port blocks th/e function of

which has been obtained by mounting /the port transition

circuit to each of the Mg-number oy one-port cell

blocks

;

an Mg-number of circuit networks performing the

address decoding function for N-Yports to be connected

to an M-number of N-port blocks; and

/an Mo-number of connections for conflict

. . / .management circuits to contrc/L in case of an access

conflict the respective circuit network performing the

address decoding function f<pr the M-number of N-port

blocks

,

wherein, for each of the N ports, a first cache

line index for identifying the contents of any one or

any plurality of the M-nipiber of one-port cell blocks,

a cache line offset allowing the cache line to consist

of more than one data word, and a read/write

instruction from a microcomputer are supplied to at

least each of the transition circuits, and the outputs

of a conflict management circuit, and, again for each

of the N ports, a second cache line index for selecting

any one or any plurality of the M-number of one-port

cell blocks, and a /read/write instruction from a

microcomputer coret are supplied to at least each of

the circuit networks performing the address decoding

function for the il-number of N-port blocks, and data
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words or instructions are transmitted to or from each

of the circuit networks performing the address decoding

function of the M-number of N-port blocks.


